When do you want to have your exhibit?

- **Within the next two terms**
- **Next Year**
- **This term!**
- **Teaching Museum**
- **Library**
- **White Spaces**
- **1 or 2 years from now**
What type of objects do you think you will exhibit?

- Gould Library General Collections books
- Student work
- Carleton Art Gallery Art Collection
- Gould Library Special Collections
- Library
- White Spaces
- Teaching Museum
- Objects borrowed from outside vendors
What type of objects do you think you will exhibit?

- One or two objects
- Small exhibition (10-15 artworks; 5-10 books)
- Library
- White Spaces
- Large Exhibition
- Medium exhibition (15-20 artworks, 10+books, or combination of media)
- Teaching Museum
How long will your exhibit be on view?

- Library: 5-10 weeks
- Teaching Museum: 4 weeks
- White Spaces: 2 weeks
- Less than a week
What kind of technical exhibitions support do you think you will need?

- Assistance with arranging a traveling exhibition
- Advice on label text and curating, help with producing labels and installing
- Advice on mounting, hanging, labels (but you can produce and install with Aisling’s help)
- Production of a brochure, posters
- Production of a catalog